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Knitting instruction and relationship therapy all in one—with lots of laughs along the way.For as
long as women have been knitting, they’ve been knitting garments for men—only to have men
hide their lovingly created pieces in drawers and closets. Men aren’t being intentionally cruel;
they’re just not comfortable in knitwear made with bright colors, itchy yarn, or flashy designs.So
what’s a knitter to do? Understand the male psyche, says knitting instructor Bruce Weinstein. In
Knits Men Want he presents ten hilarious essays, each based on a rule that helps women knit
for men successfully. “Men Are Babies” explains why guys need to wear soft fabrics. “Men Hate
Fittings” describes how to create a sweater based on one that’s in his wardrobe. Following each
essay is a timeless master pattern, from socks, hats, and scarves to an array of sweaters, all in a
range of sizes and most written for multiple gauges. With this book in hand, women finally have
the secret to knitting garments that men will appreciate and actually wear.
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SourcesAcknowledgmentsIntroductionIt’s 6 p.m. on a Thursday evening in early fall. My class at
Sit-N-Knit, a spacious and welcoming yarn shop in Bloomfield, Connecticut, is filling up—ten
women have come to learn how to knit sweaters from the top down. Each one is knitting a
sweater for herself, and each seems to have a sad story to tell about her experiences knitting for
a man in her life. None of them are eager to try again; I’m hoping to change a few minds.I always
bring food to class. It helps everyone relax, gets people talking, and ensures they’ll all come
back week after week no matter how frustrated they might be with their sweaters or how little
progress they may have made. On the menu this week is a three-layer coconut cake from my
latest cookbook.Around the table everyone is eating, casting on, and sharing their stories. Mary
says she’s hesitant to make anything for her husband since the first sweater she knitted for him
ended up at the Salvation Army. I don’t know how, but she recounts the story with a smile and
great humor. Irma says her husband begs her to bake cakes like mine, but she’s on strike since
he doesn’t appreciate her knitting. Barbara is wearing a sweater she made for her husband. I
hear their tales and encourage them to keep knitting for their guys. But regardless of their talent,
I realize that these women have some homework to do before they will be able to create
garments the men in their lives will want to wear: They first have to understand the male
psyche.Over the years, many women have knitted beautiful items for their boyfriends, husbands,
sons, brothers, fathers, and uncles, only to have the goods packed away in drawers never to see



the light of day.Disappointing? Yes. Frustrating? Certainly. But is a man who does this being
intentionally insensitive? Is he trying to push his girlfriend’s buttons? Is he holding out for
something more exciting from his wife in bed? Not at all.When men don’t wear what women
make them, they’re just being men—with their own quirky likes and dislikes and an inability to
express them. When they abuse the garments knitters make them, they’re still just being men—
hardwired not to think about feelings, not to think about how much work went into making them,
and not understanding why their behavior is so upsetting. Women can’t expect to change these
male characteristics, but they can change what they choose to make for the men in their lives.As
a rule, most men don’t read Vogue, window shop, or care about fashion. They don’t know what’s
in style and, in most cases, they don’t care. While women know that fashions change and that
beauty has its price, men don’t pay attention to any of it. Men like three things: simple designs,
muted colors, and soft fabrics. And to hell with what the magazines, fashion columns, and yes,
even their women, tell them they should wear. What this means is that your man will rarely pick
out the same pattern and yarn for himself that you would pick out for him. And what makes this
situation even more challenging is that men don’t communicate as well as women do, so you’ll
rarely get him to tell you up front what he likes. But if women want to succeed at knitting for men,
they’re going to have to find a way to extract this information from the male brain.Now, before you
give up on knitting for men altogether, know that help is on the way. As a man, I know what men
like and don’t like, which gives me a genetic edge that most knitters don’t have. And as a knitting
instructor, I am equipped to be your translator, and to help you match your knitting skills with
what the men in your life really want. (For starters—here’s an easy one—nix the knitted iPod, golf
club, and beer cozies.)I learned to knit from my grandmother, a dressmaker by trade. She
worked for top designers in New York City, creating samples from sketches. Her creations were
exclusively for women and always au courant. During her off hours, she knitted exclusively for
men: me, my brother, and my cousin. These creations were anything but trendy. They were dark,
simple sweaters that we wore and loved. My grandmother knew what worked for men and it had
nothing to do with her personal taste or what she created for runway models.Only once did my
grandmother knit me a sweater that I refused to wear, and in all honesty, I asked for it. On my first
day of college, I befriended the woman sitting next to me in graphic design class. Her name was
Rainey Day (yes, that is her real name). I fell in love with her Bing-cherry tinted hair and her hip-
length tunic sweater with wide horizontal ribs that started at the bottom hem and went all the way
up to the oversized turtleneck. She told me she designed and knitted the sweater and I
immediately asked to borrow it. I took it to my grandmother and begged her to make me
one.“Nice work,” she said, “but why do you want a woman’s sweater?”I was young, thin, and in
art school, and it seemed like a good idea at the time. Looking back, I realize that I wanted that
sweater as a work of art, not as a piece of clothing. My grandmother made the sweater in my
size and by the time she’d finished it I had to admit that, despite my bohemian attitude, I would
never wear it. I’ve kept that sweater to this day, partly because I feel guilty all these years later
that I made her work so hard on a sweater that I never put on and partly because it’s my own



personal time capsule of the late 1970s. But it’s also a good reminder for me of how easy it is to
veer off course if you aren’t careful.The truth is that women often make sweaters that their guys
are not comfortable wearing. They use colors that are too bright, make the cables too wide, or
choose buttons and zippers that are just too flashy. How does this happen? Well, some women
have told me that they find most men’s patterns boring, so they adapt them from women’s
patterns to add a little more interest. The “interest” that is added, however, is often totally
inappropriate, like feminine stitch-work and edgings. Other women insist that they won’t touch
dark, drab colors, period. So they choose bright colors that are more fun to knit with. But the fault
doesn’t just rest on the knitter here. Many women claim that they can’t get their guy to turn away
from a football game long enough to look at yarn samples. And men love to rely on revisionist
history—when asked if they like something, guys will say sure, sure without even looking up,
only to complain later that they don’t remember being offered a choice. The first trick to finding
the right pattern for your guy is striking a balance between patterns that are fun and interesting
to knit while still being simple and classic enough for a man to wear. The second is learning to
communicate what you intend to make for him every step of the way.To that end, I’m sharing ten
rules that will help you knit successfully for all the men in your life. Some of these rules may
strike you as overgeneralizations, but I assure you that men, no matter their lifestyle, are fairly
consistent. In fact, these rules even apply to the president of the United States (see below).
Following each rule is a corresponding pattern that should please you and your guy, such as a
two-tone cotton baseball jersey with a wide saddle shoulder (see this page), and a basic hooded
sweatshirt (see this page) that is so soft yet easy to take care of, your man can roll it in a ball and
shove it under the bed and it will still look great when he takes it out to wear.The patterns are
written to be worked in multiple gauges for almost any yarn to fit nearly every man. So you can
knit the same sweater for your guy whether he’s tall and skinny or built like a linebacker. And why
only ten patterns? Because when it comes to fashion, that’s all any man wants or needs. When a
man finds what he likes, he sticks with it. It’s not uncommon for a guy to have three or four of the
same sweater crammed into a drawer. If he wants variety, he might have it in black, navy, and
dark gray, and when one sweater wears out, he’s likely to buy the same exact sweater to replace
it. And while this book may not erase the pain of handknits past, I hope that these insights and
patterns will add joy to your knitting—and to your relationships with men—from this page
forward.President Obama Proves My PointAfter throwing out the first pitch at the 2009 Major
League Baseball All-Star Game in what were later deemed “mom jeans” by the media, Barack
Obama told Meredith Viera on the Today show, “I’m a little frumpy.” He went on to say that the
way he looked didn’t bother him in the least (Rule #9: Men Are Oblivious), that he hates to shop
(Rule #4: Men Hate Fittings), and finally, “Those jeans were comfortable” (Rule #7: Men Are
Babies). Sound familiar?
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Knitting Sweaters (Idiot's Guides), Boyfriend Sweaters: 19 Designs for Him That You'll Want to
Wear, Knit to Flatter: The Only Instructions You'll Ever Need to Knit Sweaters that make You
Look Good and Feel Great!, Knit Wear Love: Foolproof Instructions for Knitting Your Best-Fitting
Sweaters Ever in the Styles You Love to Wear, Amy Herzog's Ultimate Sweater Book: The
Essential Guide for Adventurous Knitters, Harry Potter: Knitting Magic: The Official Harry Potter
Knitting Pattern Book, Up, Down, All-Around Stitch Dictionary: More than 150 Stitch Patterns to
Knit Top Down, Bottom Up, Back and Forth, and In the Round, You Can Knit That: Foolproof
Instructions for Fabulous Sweaters, Knitted Animal Friends: Over 40 Knitting Patterns for
Adorable Animal Dolls, Their Clothes and Accessories, Circular Knitting Workshop: Essential
Techniques to Master Knitting in the Round, Seamless Knit Sweaters in 2 Weeks: 20 Patterns for
Flawless Cardigans, Pullovers, Tees and More, Increase, Decrease: 99 Step-by-Step Methods,
The Knowledgeable Knitter: Understand the Inner Workings of Knitting and Make Every Project
a Success, Knitwear Design Workshop: A Comprehensive Guide to Handknits, Short Row Knits:
A Master Workshop with 20 Learn-as-You-Knit Projects, Big Book of Baby Knits: 80+ Garment
and Accessory Patterns



Cissa, “Basic garment knits for men. This book is designed for people attempting to knit
garments for reasonably staid men who like their clothes noncommittal. I can see that there's a
potential market for such a thing, but I regret that apparently most men are disinclined both to
value something knitted especially for them, or to wear anything that deviates even slightly from
something that they can buy someplace that carries mostly drab clothing.I am lucky that my
husband is not so conservative! I am currently knitting him a pretty basic, old-fashioned
waistcoat in some really flamboyant colors, at his request!The essays are amusing, especially if
you buy into gender essentialism.Nonetheless, the patterns- while looking boring to knit- are a
reasonable set of basics, and have a rangeof sizes and gauges, and fitting tips (that assume that
a man will resent having to try things on for a total of maybe 30 min max while of COURSE the
knitter is thrilled to spend very many hours trying to replicate the evenness of a machine! but I
digress).I got this on Kindle, and will keep it in case I can use some of the tips to knit/fit
something.Recommended for fast knitters that want to knit for men with conservative tastes in
clothing.”

Lisa Jordan, “Like this book. I wanted to find patterns that my husband and adult son would like,
so I purchased three books of patterns exclusively for men.  This one: 
  
Knits Men Want: The 10 Rules Every Woman Should Know Before Knitting for a Man~ Plus the
Only 10 Patterns She'll Ever Need

  
  
    .  I also ordered 
  
Men's Knits: 20 New Classics



  
  
     and 
  
Knitting for Him: 27 Classic Projects to Keep Him Warm

  
  
My husband perused them first. He found absolutely nothing he liked in two of the books, but
he found several he liked in this one.
  
Knits Men Want: The 10 Rules Every Woman Should Know Before Knitting for a Man~ Plus the
Only 10 Patterns She'll Ever Need

  
  
Weeks later, the same thing happened with my son. He found nothing of interest in the other
two books, but found several in Knits Men Want.I'm not sure what was "off" in the other two
books. My husband tends to prefer relatively quiet styles based on the timeless classics. My
son likes more modern styles, but nothing fussy or flashy.As the knitter, I like that the patterns in
this book are clearly written, that they allow for different yarns/gauges for each pattern. And it's a
fun -- and right-on -- read, as well!So I'll be donating the other two books and keeping this one.
And next time, I think I'll borrow the books from the library so I can look at them before
purchasing!”



Carole harris, “loved this. If for nothing but the advice to remember to knit what my guys like (and
he gave specifics that were spot on), not what i like to knit (again spot on specifics), this book
would be worthwhile. But the patterns are presented in a way that allows for a lot of creativity by
allowing for multiple gauges. Can't wait to get started!”

Joy L. Getha, “Hysterically good advice!. If you have a man you want to knit for, buy and read this
book.If you have attempted to knit for a man without success, get this book. It will help.If you live
on a desert island with no men around, you don't need it. All other knitters do.It is so funny, I
literally laughed out loud when I read it. I've read it cover-to-cover twice already, and I still laugh.
But it is full of truths that get between women and the men they love. Maybe women other than
knitters should read it!Oh, the patterns are good, basic patterns (which men want) complete with
schematics and clear instructions. Yes, there are only ten patterns in the book. But when you
need to get into your house, how many keys do you need? One. When you want to knit
something that your man will actually wear, how many patterns do you need? Not that many,
really!”

Nkeithf, “Ingenious system for creating the knits in limitless yarns/gauges...classic designs..
Here at last is a collection of knitwear patterns for men (both sweaters and accessories like
socks and mittens) that I think almost anyone could imagine the men in their lives actually
wanting to wear. They are simple, classic, with enough contemporary details that they won't look
dated or bland. The best is the system of instructions that allows you to work from whatever yarn
you want to use, make a gauge swatch, and then completely customize the pattern
instructions...you literally could make these sweaters in almost any yarn your little heart desires,
or on any needle size you want to stick to.... This one book could give you years' worth of
knitting patterns without going to any other source, and the same sweater would never come out
looking the same twice.”

grumpya, “make things they want to wear. I knit a lot for the men in my life and I am fed up with
trying to find patterns for jumpers especially that they would wear. Most commonly available
mens patterns seem to be aimed at 80 year olds or especially in the knitting mags make the
male models look as though they are waiting for the bus to the special needs day centre. This
book has 10 patterns for men, jumpers, hoody, hats, socks, fingerless gloves, and a scarf, which
can be made to fit anybody in any thickness of yarn and it has a hilarious dialog about what
woman think and what men think. It is written by a man who teaches knitting and who seems to
understand women and straight men. My husband would wear everything in the book. That is a
first. It is a book you have to read to get the benefit from but it is a pleasure to do so. Another
reviewer said the method of using any thickness yarn is not explained properly I would disagree,
if you are an absolute beginner, if you never knit a tension square on principle, or if you are very
frightened by something a bit new, maybe you might not like it but I understood it in 2 or 3



minutes. You knit your tension square, you work out the stitches per inch you decide the size you
want the finished garment to be then there is a table for the yardage of wool you need and off
you go. You can just pencil round the bit in each table that refers to your garment to make it clear.
I would sooo recommend this book”

jenchris50, “I love this book!!. It arrived about half an hour ago and I just love it. It's written in a
conversational, practical tone, is sized for REAL men and not stick-insect twenty-somethings,
and the gauge system means that you can knit the same garment in whatever yarn you want, on
whatever size needles give you the right tension.I'm doing this project for a friend's husband, but
have no doubt my hubby is going to want one too by the time I've finished. I could write more,
but I'd rather be getting stuck in:-DAdded bit:Ok I've had it a few months now and have to admit I
gloss over the "you really don't know men at all, you poor woman" type of writing. However I've
completely forgotten how to work out the gauge thing - I thought I'd left myself a useful note here
- and have had to unravel because of a stoopid mistake at the beginning. Ho hum, a bit of
research needed. It would have been helpful if, as well as the info at the bottom of each photo re
gauge and needle size, there was a reference to which gauge (3-5 in half increments) was used
as a baseline.Added added bit: Note to self - gauge is equivalent to sts per inch. So 4.5 = 4.5
sts per inch.  Simples.”

Deb's French, “This book covers all the basics and more. If like me the men in your life mainly
like plain simple knits then this book is for you. It has variations for each pattern in a very wide
range of sizes. I have one man I knit for who has a 60" chest and whilst my son barely hits a 28"
waist, the patterns cater for both extremes. So for me this book will be like a bible for mens knits.
I can add pattern if I want as I am an experienced knitter. However if I want them to wear what I
make I am better off keeping it simple. Oh forgot to say the majority of the men in my life are well
over 6 foot with two reaching 6`7", this book helps to adjust length as well. Excellent book for
basic patterns, oh and I loved the introductions for each pattern too, giving a little insight into
how the men in our lives might look at the hand knits we make.”

D. Thompson, “Every jumper a man could want. A fantastic book of really good, simple (but not
basic) patterns for men. The formatting of the multi-size instructions are a little weird to get your
head around at first, but they do mean you have an huge variety of options for each design
(including the full range of chest sizes, and a choice of yarn weights)”

have needles must knit, “Man friendly patterns. An excellent companion to Son of Stitch and
Bitch if you have it.Unlike another reviewer found it no great problem to move from Us to Uk
knitting styles. The book provides basic patterns in range of sizes and for different yarns so easy
to adapt eg brother who said can you knit me something like the cotton shirt I had made in Goa!
When planning knitting for this christmas I had no male relative from husband son..nephews



brother on law etc who could not find a design they fancied. As they range in height from 6'7 to
5'6' and are of varying widths great to have patterns to suit all.Some patterns start from top
down ..especially useful when trying to avoid the gorilla arm look when tailoring to individuals!
The basic fingerless mitten pattern brilliant for cyclist/fisherman,snow shoveller and an extra
layer for snowboarders etc and great to use up spare wool.Like all the other patterns simple
design but space to add a few stitches of choice to suit yarn and recipient of the knitting.Book
has handy place to note measurements for individuals for future projects.TIP As these are multi
charts pencil in all relevant sections for the garment size you are currently knitting. Especially
useful to note numbers  of stitches at different stages of increasing and decreasing.”

The book by Bruce Weinstein has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 243 people have provided feedback.
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